NEW RANGE –
CL ASSIC ENGLISH
BLENDED TE AS

Our new range comprises well-known blends and some
surprising additions. They all contain teas from areas
renown for the quality of their teas to ensure the most
distinctive flavours. The selection of seven teas are
available as biodegradable infusion bags or loose leaf
tea. Both comprise large leaf orthodox tea grades for
well-balanced flavour. Full descriptions of each are given
overleaf.

CL ASSIC ENGLISH BLENDED TE AS
OUR NEW RANGE
Our range of full-colour, foil-lined drums contain the same grades of loose leaf teas for which our online
customers have been returning time and again over many years. They are available as 125 or 250 grams
loose tea. For added convenience we are also offering these in bio-degradable pyramid infusion bags.
These enable our large leaf teas to infuse properly to give a balanced, all-round taste. They are available
in multiples of 20 or 40 bags. The selection comprises the following:
Russian Caravan. This historic tea is made from a traditional blend of large leaf Chinese black and oolong teas.
It has a distinctive and attractive complexity. This tea was originally traded in the 18th century during the reign
of Catherine the Great, carried by camel caravan via the Russian steppes, along the Silk Road to Moscow.
Good Morning! Our Good Morning! blend has all you want to spring out of bed and into the bright new day
(even if it is grey and drizzling outside). It delivers it’s vitality through a blend of full bodied, malty teas from
Assam and tangy, full flavoured teas from Kenya.
Good Afternoon! Well-chosen China and Indian teas are blended to give a light, fragrant liquor with a little
smokiness. Once tried your customers will not drink an average tea during the afternoon again!
Earl Grey. Our Earl Grey is a traditional large leaf blend of China Keemun and Indian Darjeeling with natural oil
of bergamot (an Italian citrus fruit). This is a well-balanced tea with the right proportion of bergamot oil giving
a refreshing but not overpowering taste.
English Breakfast. Our larger leaf English Breakfast blend contains Assam, Ceylon and a hint of Darjeeling teas
to give a rich malty tea. Whilst having some lightness it is ideal as an accompaniment to a traditional English
breakfast. A great way to start the day and keep you sustained during the morning. Once you have had this
superior English Breakfast you will not want another!
Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Blend. To commemorate Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth's 60 years on the
throne in 2012 we created a special Diamond Jubilee tea blend. This elegant tea contains large leaf Darjeeling
with a little China Keemun to create a bright, light and well balanced tea with plenty of flavour. It combines well
the muscatel and burgundy characters of both.
Kenya Orthodox. The first of several of our popular single-origin teas, this large leaf Kenya orthodox has a
lovely appley, caramel aroma. Bronze in the cup it is full bodied, rich and smooth with a distinct, sought-after
Kenyan tang. It provides just the stimulus you need at any time of day. List last of the featured products.

Grey's Teas was founded in 2000 by Richard Grey, descendent of
Earl Grey who was British Prime Minister 1830-1834. We now offer over
160 teas from India, Nepal, China, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, Japan and Kenya.
These include black, green, oolong, white, flavoured teas and herbal
infusions. We also have tea collections in ten themes.
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